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It's been eight years since Prudence's arranged wedding to Nikolas Angelis. Their relationship was never consummated
and they have always lived apart. But now Prudence longs to have her own baby and she wants a divorce. However, Nik
is horrified — he is her husband and he will be the father of her child! Prudence reluctantly agrees to a trial marriage with
Nik. But conceiving his baby? That's not a risk she's willing to take...
A waitress by day and office cleaner by night, Kathy labors to forget her traumatic past. Until the evening when
impossibly rich, ruthless and handsome Sergio Torrente takes her virginity. It doesn't take Sergio long to find out about
Kathy's damning history—or that she's carrying his baby. He cannot love her, but he will marry her and be a father to their
child!
Introducing a classic marriage-reunited story in this exciting rerelease of USA TODAY bestselling author Lynne Graham's
The Veranchetti Marriage! Four years ago, Alex Veranchetti ended his marriage to innocent Kerry when he believed her
to have cheated on him. But Kerry had no memory of that night and the hurt caused by Alex during their breakup was
almost impossible to bear. But now her husband is back, demanding full custody of their child, or marriage…again! Kerry
hardens her heart against the arrogant tycoon, but soon the passion that brought them together reignites, reducing her
resistance to ash. Back in her husband's bed, Kerry hopes to prove her innocence…even if it risks her heart once more.
Desert Prince, Bride Of Innocence Prince Jasim bin Hamid al Rais was concerned that his womanising elder brother was
bewitched by his child's nanny – the throne of Quaram could be threatened by scandal! Though Elinor Tempest appeared
to be a fragile beauty, Prince Jasim wasn't fooled; he'd deal with this strumpet himself... Ruthless Magnate, Convenient
Wife Russian billionaire Sergei Antonovich was famous for being knee–deep in stunning supermodels and aspiring
actresses. But not one was suitable bride material. Would he ever grant his aging babushka her dearest wish and
present her with a grandchild? So, why not handle this challenge as he does with business? Without emotion, but with a
contract of convenience that would grant Sergei the perfect deal: a wife he'd bed, wed, get pregnant...and then discard.
Greek Tycoon, Inexperienced Mistress Lindy was amazed when shipping tycoon Atreus Dionides made her his mistress.
Her, with her fuller figure and craft making lifestyle? However, Atreus seemed enchanted by her curves and made
passionate love to her at his country retreat. But to Atreus she was just his weekend mistress; his bride would come from
the upper echelons of Greek society. But what about his heir...?
Billie's wedding day should have been the happiest of her life. She was marrying the father of her baby…her secret baby.
But tycoon Alexei Drakos had suffered amnesia, so he had no recollection of the incredible night he'd spent with Billie a
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year ago…. Tonight he was expecting his new bride to be a virgin… Billie knew that a marriage laced with hidden surprises
was not likely to last. If only for their son's sake, she had to convince Alexei of the truth…starting tonight in the honeymoon
bed…
Only days before she was about to give birth, Emily left her husband, Duarte de Monteiro. She'd heard from a friend that
he wanted to keep their baby—but not his wife.... Now Duarte has traced Emily and his baby son and brought them back
to Portugal. He's proud; he wants to keep his wife—especially as he can still possess her with the slightest touch.... Emily
still loves Duarte, but has he brought her back because he loves her—or because he loves his son?
Feisty retired math teacher Esbeth Walters has proven her mettle as a sleuth, making her unpopular with the local law.
But it's the kind of folksy, no-nonsense help a tough Texan named Boose needs to catch the con artists who swindled his
elderly momma. As Esbeth investigates, she's drawn into some suspicious retirement-home deaths and the murder of a
local man, which was made to look like suicide. With the unexpected help of former forensic pathologist Gardner Burke,
an AWOL rest-home resident, Esbeth's razor-sharp mind tackles a slew of swindlers, mob hit men, a psychopathic nurse
and the FBI, all converging on the dusty Texas town of Fearing. And it means Esbeth must now calculate her own odds
of surviving double crosses, danger…and sudden death.
One night before Christmas…two babies for the Italian! Sevastiano Cantarelli can barely believe Amy Taylor is real. After the
lifetime of betrayal he’s experienced, her surprising sweetness is the ultimate threat to his cynical worldview! Unwrapping her
innocence was a gift he couldn’t forget…but one he knows it wouldn’t be fair to repeat. Their encounter left Amy exhilarated — and
wanted for the first time. She knows that walking away from the commanding Italian is the safest way to keep her heart intact. Yet
it’s the one thing she can’t do…because she’s pregnant with Sevastiano’s twins! Mills & Boon Modern — Escape to exotic
locations where passion knows no bounds.
Be swept away by these reader–favourite stories by USA TODAY bestselling author Lynne Graham. Mistress and Mother Molly
vowed that she'd never share Sholto's bed after they were separated on their wedding day. But Sholto will settle her brother's debt
if Molly moves in. Then Molly finds herself with a new dilemma: soon she will be the mother of his child! The Secret Wife Greek
tycoon Constantine Voulos promised Rosalie "a big fat check and a divorce as soon as I can arrange it" in exchange for marriage.
But the longer she spends with him, the more she realises–she can't be just his temporary wife! The Desert Bride Bethany was
desperate to stay in Datar, and only Razul could help her. But she's spent two years trying to forget this proud, passionate man.
Renewing her "close" acquaintance with Razul will cost her–by becoming his wife! Second–Time Bride After Daisy's brief marriage
at seventeen to Alessio Leopardi, she left him to give birth to their child alone. Now Alessio is back, and he doesn't know about his
daughter. Daisy must come clean about their child's existence...
Molly is working at an upper-class party when one of the guests starts harassing her. In her position, all Molly can do is politely
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insist that she's merely a waitress?until Leandro, a Spanish banker and a duke, steps in to protect her. As brave as a hero and as
hot as a fallen angel., Leandro invites her to his chambers that night, and she offers him her virginity. But the next morning, he
makes her an unbelievable offer: he wants to make her a part of his life... as his mistress!
Introducing this exciting rerelease of USA TODAY bestselling author Lynne Graham's longer-length Harlequin Presents title,
Emerald Mistress, available digitally for the first time! When Harriet Carmichael's world comes crashing down, she's determined to
count her blessings. Forget London, her failing career and her unfaithful fiancé—an unexpected legacy of a cottage and stables in
an Irish village beckons! But her fresh start is soon threatened by Rafael Cavaliere: her new neighbour and the very man who cost
Harriet her job! With her heart so recently burned she's reluctant to become another notch on his bedpost, but when passion
ensnares them both, deep secrets are revealed—ones that could change their lives forever.
Read this classic romance by USA Today bestselling author Lynne Graham, now available for the first time in e-book! Race to the
altar—Maxie, Darcy and Polly are The HUSBAND Hunters! The terms of the will: Maxie, Darcy and Polly have each been left a
share of their godmother’s estate—if they marry within a year and remain married for six months… The hunter: Polly became a
surrogate mother to pay for her mother’s life-saving operation. Now she’s discovered her pregnancy was fathered by handsome
Venezuelan businessman Raul Zaforteza… The husband? Raul will do anything to keep his baby—he’ll even marry Polly. But will
she give in to the desire that burns between them to make this marriage more than in name only? Originally published in 1998
Mistress And Mother by Lynne Graham released on Dec 25, 1997 is available now for purchase.
Tabby Glover enlists the aid of Greek billionaire Acheron Dimitrakos to help her adopt his cousin's young child, and is stunned
when he proposes marriage.
Ugly women can't get a promotion? Enraged by the unreasonable rule enacted by her company, Pippa swears to get revenge on
her new Italian boss…as soon as she meets him, that is. With the help of her friend, she’s able to transform herself into an elegant
beauty, then heads to her boss Andreo D'Alessio’s party. No one realizes that the mysterious beauty is actually Pippa, which
satisfies her immensely. But soon, a tall, handsome man comes to talk with her and she finds herself utterly distracted from her
mission. Enchanted, she ends up losing her virginity to him…not realizing he’s actually D’Alessio himself until it’s too late!
Re-read this classic romance by USA Today bestselling author Lynne Graham! Sarah Hartwell's sister died in childbirth leaving a
son she's determined to protect him. So when Greek tycoon Alex Terzakis comes to claim his brother's child Sarah stands firm in
the face of his dizzying wealth and power. In a final, desperate attempt to get rid of Alex she gives him an ultimatum: if he wants
the baby he'll have to marry her! Believing Sarah is a gold-digger and expecting her to name a price for the child Alex is surprised
by the beauty's proposal…but astounds her by accepting. Yet Alex refuses to have a marriage in name only…he will claim his bride!
Originally published in 1995
The Italian husband she can’t remember …or resist! After a terrible car crash, Brooke can’t remember her own name—much less
her wedding day! Finding irresistible Lorenzo Tassini at her bedside—and a gold band on her finger—is shocking. Honor-bound to
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care for his estranged wife, Lorenzo whisks her to his luxury Tuscan villa. But Brooke’s nothing like Lorenzo remembers! Her
sweetness surprises him, as does the chemistry between them, blazing like never before. Stunned to discover her virginity,
Lorenzo must uncover the secrets of the woman wearing his ring…
After learning of tycoon Eros Nevrakis's betrayal, personal chef Winnie Mardas walks out of his life, determined to never look
back--or reveal the child she's carrying... A year later, she's shocked when Eros arrives to legitimize his heir! Swept away to his
lavish Mediterranean villa, Winnie is overwhelmed by the fire still burning between them. But can she accept her new role as his
convenient wife?
Delightfully sinful stories from Mills & Boons best-selling authors!
A fake engagement leads to a passion that's all too real in this pretend relationship romance from USA TODAY bestselling author
Lynne Graham. The Spaniard’s convenient Cinderella… And the secrets that bind them! Driven billionaire Ruy Valiente knows
exactly what he needs to avoid scrutiny at a family wedding—a fake fiancée! When he rescues innocent Suzy Madderton from the
clutches of a disastrous marriage, it’s obvious she’s perfect… Accepting Ruy’s proposal creates a major problem for Suzy: their
raging chemistry! The reclusive artist is all icy control to her impulsive emotion. He’s also the first man she’s ever fully trusted.
And as Suzy uncovers the pain Ruy hides so fiercely, returning his temporary ring feels like the biggest challenge of all… From
Harlequin Presents: Escape to exotic locations where passion knows no bounds.
Discover last year's finest...with the best eBooks of 2008! Harlequin Presents novels are always filled with passion, drama and
timeless romance--and these three books are no exception! Here's your chance to discover the most popular Presents from 2008:
The Italian Billionaire's Pregnant Bride by Lynne Graham, The Greek Tycoon's Baby Bargain by Sharon Kendrick and The Greek
Tycoon's Defiant Bride by Lynne Graham.
The Vengeful Husband by Lynne Graham released on Dec 25, 1998 is available now for purchase.
Joaquin Del Castillo was as proud as his Latino heritage, and he instantly acted to right the wrong he believed had been done to
his elderly, loyal employee. He would lure the girl who owed the old man money to Guatemala, and here she would stay until she
agreed to repay her debt! But something about Joaquin's captive didn't add up. On the surface, Lucy appeared to be a glamorous
gold digger, but underneath she was...innocent. Joaquin's pride unleashed consequences he hadn't expected-his contempt for her
was rivaled by his blazing desire!
The Frenchman's Love-Child Tabby fell in love with Christien Laroche, but then tragedy struck and Christien wanted nothing more
to do with her. How could Tabby confess to the arrogant Frenchman that she was expecting his baby? Now Tabby has made a
new life for herself and her son. But Christien is back! What if he discovers little Jake's existence? The Italian Boss's Mistress A
misunderstanding leads Pippa Stevenson into Andreo D'Alessio's bed. He is a fabulous lover, but all the same, Pippa is overcome
with shame...because he's her boss! However, now Andreo has decided that he wants Pippa all to himself, in the boardroom and
the bedroom. But business and pleasure are a tricky mix, and soon Andreo needs to find a way to persuade Pippa to accept his
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new proposition ¿ to promote her from mistress to wife! The Banker's Convenient Wife Italian-Swiss banker Roel Sabatino has
suffered partial memory loss after a car crash. It seems he has a wife...but he can't remember getting married! Hilary is pretty,
sweet...and ordinary. When Roel tries to take her to bed ¿ as any husband would ¿ he discovers she's a virgin! All this is shocking
to Roel, though he still recognises a great deal when he sees one. So why not enjoy all the pleasures that this marriage has to
offer, whatever his reasons were for tying the knot?
His until midnight… Bound by her nine-month surprise! Izzy Campbell has no time for love—she’s too busy cleaning houses to
support her family. Accidentally interrupting her most exclusive client, Sheikh Rafiq, coming out of the shower is mortifying…yet
their instantaneous attraction leads to the most amazing night of innocent Izzy’s life! But then she takes a pregnancy test… Crown
Prince Rafiq’s world changes the instant Izzy arrives in his desert kingdom and reveals her royal secret. He always thought he
could never have children, so he’s determined to make this pregnant Cinderella his queen! USA TODAY Bestselling Author
Vivien is dumbfounded by a tabloid piece that says the affair her husband had two years ago was a lie. After that scandal she’d
left her playboy husband, but it turns out he was innocent! She seeks him out to apologize for her past mistake, but the husband
she hasn’t seen for years just gives her cold stare. Will he ever be able to forgive her?
Ellie Morgan hoped to buy the bookshop where she worked, so evenings she moonlighted as a cleaner at Alexiakis International...
Until she overheard Dio Alexiakis discussing a top-secret deal, and he insisted that Ellie was an industrial spy! Ellie was unnerved
by her confrontation with Dio Alexiakis. However, Dio knew just how he would deal with her.... Ellie found herself on her way to
Dio's island, and two days and nights of perfect passion... followed by an unexpected pregnancy. Dio had the perfect solution -they'd marry for the baby's sake. By now, Ellie was in love with Dio, but could he learn to love his expectant bride?
Read this classic romance by USA Today bestselling author Lynne Graham! Beholden to the billionaire… Daisy Thornton’s
memories of her brief marriage to Alessio Leopardi thirteen years ago have never waned. Their whirlwind affair was passionate
and deep, but soon after the wedding he turned his back on her and she was left alone…or so she thought—for it was soon revealed
she was carrying his child! Now Alessio is back and Daisy must tell him about the daughter he never knew he had. But when the
formidable Italian learns of his legacy he makes an uncompromising demand. Now Daisy will have to choose: walk away from the
man she never forgot…or return to his bed—as his wife! Originally published in 1996
Lindy was amazed when shipping tycoon Atreus Drakos made her his mistress. Her—with her fuller figure and lowly lifestyle making candles
and potpourri! However, Atreus seemed enchanted by her curves when he made passionate love to her at his country retreat. But Lindy
came down to earth with two bumps, first when Atreus revealed she was just his weekend mistress; his bride would be selected from the
upper echelons of Greek society. The second bump she wouldn't be able to hide…because she was carrying Atreus's baby!
A storm of passion and pleasure! Once, Luc Santini's inherent sensuality had been Catherine Parrish's downfall. For two years she had loved
him unconditionally, until she realized that this impossibly rich, and infuriatingly powerful man regarded her as a possession! Catherine fled
her gilded cage, keeping her pregnancy a secret... until now. Fate has placed Luc back into her life. He doesn't know about their child…and
Catherine intends to keep it that way. But will she surrender to his erotic demands—and risk losing herself in a whirl of desire—to protect her
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son?
Read this classic romance by USA TODAY bestselling author Lynne Graham, now available for the first time in e-book! “You go to pieces
when I touch you…” Four years ago Rafael Bernanza devastated Georgie’s emotions and her pride when he spurned her, and she vowed
never to let him get that close again. But now, stranded in Bolivia, her belongings stolen, Georgie is mistaken for a prostitute and thrown in a
police cell! With a sinking heart she realizes that Rafael is the only man who can help her. Yet at what price? Because however hard she
tries, Georgie can’t deny how physically attractive she still finds the brooding Rafael…and it’s becoming impossible to deny the passionate
fire that burns between them! Originally published in 1995
Lynne Graham writes intensely sexy books with foreign heroes that are to-die-for. Here, in one fabulous bundle, is her entire three-part serial
Brides of L'Amour in which three young friends find passion, heartbreak, vindication and ultimate happiness with powerful, exciting, sexy men
who must first learn to open their hearts and give their trust. Bundle includes The Frenchman's Love-Child, The Italian Boss's Mistress and
The Banker's Convenient Wife.
Introducing a classic marriage-of-convenience story in this exciting rerelease of USA TODAY bestselling author Lynne Graham's An Arabian
Courtship! Polly Barrington must uncover the true nature of her new husband. Because he's not the autocratic, arrogant, controlling man she
thought she married for the sake of her family. Instead, Prince Raschid is breaking down the carefully constructed barriers around her heart,
leaving her nowhere to hide. Between passion-filled nights in his desert palace and glorious days beneath the sultry sun, Polly wonders if she
should resist the intense attraction between them, or trust her husband with her heart and give herself to him completely.
Single mother of twin boys, Katie didn't want their father, Greek billionaire Alexandros Christakis, back in her life. But poverty pushed her to
ask for his help. Alexandros demanded that Katie marry him. They had nothing in common—except their mutual burning sexual attraction, but
resistance was futile: both the twins and Katie needed Alexandros. She would submit to becoming his mistress…
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